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Abstract 
Helleseth, T., Legendre sums and codes related to QR codes, Discrete Applied Mathematics 35 
(1992) 107-113. 
Circulant codes related to QR codes are studied. An expression for the weight of a codeword in 
the code is given in terms of a Legendre sum. 
1. Introduction 
An open and difficult problem in coding theory is to find the weight distribution 
of the codewords in a quadratic residue (QR) code. Some results like the square root 
bound and the minimum distance of QR codes for small lengths are known. In 
general the problem of finding the weight distribution or even the minimum distance 
of a QR code is far from being settled. For a survey of some of these problems the 
reader is referred to MacWilliams and Sloane [5]. 
Let F=GF(p), p a prime, denote the finite field with p elements and let F’= 
F \ (0). Let (x/p) denote the Legendre symbol defined by: 
x 
0 { 
1, if xEQ, 
-1, 
;=0 
if xEN, 
, if x:=0, 
where Q is the set of squares and N the set of nonsquares in F. 
Let f(t)~F[t], then another difficult problem in mathematics is to find the 
distribution of the values of a Legendre sum CloF (f(t)/p). 
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Very few results are known from the literature about the values of this Legendre 
sum in general. Some results on this topic may be found in Burgess [I] and 
Yamamuchi [6]. Even the case when f(t) splits completely in linear factors seems 
to be very difficult. The most general result on Legendre sums is due to Weil (see 
Lid1 and Niederreiter [4, p 2251). This result says that if f(t) has precisely r distinct 
zeros and f(t) #cg(t)2 for any CE F and g(t) E F[t], then 
In this paper we will show that we can transfer the problem of finding the weight 
distribution of certain codes related to QR codes into the problem of finding the 
number of solutions of a special system of equations in finite fields. To solve such 
systems we will apply standard methods similar to Carlitz and Wells [2] and Lid1 
and Niederreiter [4] and show our main result, Theorem 1.1, that the weight of a 
codeword in a QR code will be strongly connected to a Legendre sum where 
f(t) = flf=, (t - ji) is a polynomial with r distinct zeros in F. 
We will consider in this paper a slightly wider class of codes than the QR codes, 
since we can use a similar method to study the weight distribution of these codes. 
The class of codes we will investigate is a class of circulant codes which are related 
to QR codes. The reader is referred to Karlin [3] for several different applications 
of circulant codes to study the distance properties of QR codes. 
Let E(x) = CqEo x4, and let C be the linear circulant code of length p generated 
by E(x) and its cyclic shifts. An arbitrary codeword in this code can be written as 
.&I E(x) + l *. + xjrE(x) (mod xp- 1) (1.1) 
where 0% j, < .** <j&p. 
The main result is to present an expression for the weight w of the codeword in 
(1.1) in terms of a Legendre sum. 
Theorem 1.1. Let w denote the weight of the codeword in (l.l), then 
where f(t) = &, (t .-- j,) and f ‘(t) denotes the formal derivative of f(t). 
2. Preliminaries 
To define the QR codes, let p be a prime, (x a primitive pth root of unity, and 
~EQ (i.e., p= + 1 (mod 8)). In this case 
P-l 
XP-l= j-J (x-d) = (x- l)q(x)n(x) 
i=O 
where q(x) = fli,Q (x-d) and n(x)= fli,=N (x-d). 
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The QR codes are defined in terms of their generator polynomials as the following 
codes 
2 = (q(x)), .@ = ((x - 1 MW, 
Jy= (n(N), J= ((x- l)n(x)). 
The codes $Z? and Jy are equivalent and so are the codes @ and x The code &s 
equivalent o the dual code of &? and the code 9 is equivalent o the dual code of 
JV. Hence, to find the weight distribution of all of these four codes it is sufficient 
to find the weight distribution of one of them. 
The polynomial Z(x) is defined to be E(x) = C 4EQ x? In MacWilliams and 
Sloane [5, p.4951 it is shown that it is possible to choose the primitive element a such 
that the following result holds. 
Lemma 2.1. Ifp= - 1 (mod 8), then 9 = (E(x)). If p= 1 (mod 8), then &= (E(x)). 
We observe that as a consequence, if p= - 1 (mod 8) (respectively p = t (mod 8)), 
then all codewords of .z$? (respectively J) can be represented as 
xj’E(x) + l + xjrE(x) (mod xp - 1) 
where Orj, < l ** <j,< +(p + 1) (respectively +(p - 1)). 
It is therefore possible to use Theorem 1.1 to find the weights of the codewords 
of these QR codes in terms of the corresponding Legendre sums. 
3. Basic results 
In this section we will derive some results that will be useful in determining the 
weight of the codeword c(x), defined by 
c(x) = xj’E(x) + l -- + xjrE(x) (mod xp - 1) (3.1) 
where E(x) = 1 (JEQ x4 and O=j, c m** cj,<p. 
Let AC{1,2,..., n}, then A is defined to be the support of the binary vector 
o=(v1, . . . . v,) if it holds that vi = 1 if k/l, and vi = 0 otherwise. 
By definition, 
c(x)Z C xq+jl+...+ C x4+jr 
4EQ qEQ 
and therefore c(x) is the sum of r vectors whose support are the r subsets Aj,, . . . , ljjr 
of F, where 
Aj,={q+ji lqEQI* (3.2) 
One way to find the weight w of c(x) is to find the size of the support of C(X). The 
following general lemma shows that this can be found from a study of all possible 
intersections Aj,, fi "'flAj,, for 1 Ii*<***Ci,lr. 
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We will in the next lemma use the following notation. We let A be a multiset if 
each element of A is given with an integer multiplicity. If A and B are multisets, 
then we let A + B (respectively A -B) denote the multiset where the multiplicity of 
each element is found by adding (respectively subtracting) its corresponding multi- 
plicities in A and B. If A is a set, then all elements have multiplicity 1. 
Lemma 3.1. Let r subsets A 1, .. . , A, be the support of r vectors. ?‘hen the weight 
of the sum of these vectors equals 
w= i (-2)/-l c n A. 
I I 
1 3 
I= I LcR iEL 
!Ll =I 
where R=(l,2 ,..., r}. 
Proof. The proof will actually show that the support of the sum of these r vectors 
equals 
,$, (-2)‘- ’ C ( II Ai) l 
LcR ieL 
IL1 =I 
The proof goes by induction with respect o r. For r = 1 the result is clear since the 
support equals A! and w = 1 Al I. Further, for r = 2 the result holds since the support 
of their sum equals Al + A2 - 2(A,nAz)andthereforew=IA,I+IAzl-21AJ)Azl. 
Assume the result is true for any sum of less thar? r vectors and consider a sum of 
r vectors. The sum of the first r- 1 vectors ha: as its support a set D. Let R’= 
R \ (r), then by induction, we have 
r- 1 
0=x(-2)‘-’ 
I=1 
IL1 =I 
The support S of the sum of the r vectors equals 
S=D+A,-2(DnA,) 
r-l r-1 
+A,-2 C (~2)‘~’ C 
I= 1 LcR’((i?LAijnAr) 
jLI=i IL/=1 
=,$, (-2)‘-’ C ( n Ai) 
LcR itzL 
IL1 =I 
which since w = IS I concludes the proof. Cl 
From (Xl), (3.2), and Lemma 3.1 we find that the weight of c(x) equals 
W= i (-2)‘-’ c 
I= 1 LCR 
(3.3) 
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To find w we observe that it is sufficient to determine 1 niEL A,] for all L c R. 
Let 
L = {i,,iz, . . . . i,)cR = {1,2,...,r} 
then from (3.2) it follows that the determination 
finding the number of common solutions, ML, of 
x;+ji, =x,++jiz= a-* =x:+&j& 
where xi#O for 1 sill. 
of 1 niEL Aj, 1 is equivalent o 
the system of equations 
(3.4) 
Since x2 runs twice through all the elements in F’ when x runs through F’ we get 
I I n Aj,’ =iiW~* iEL 
Hence, (3.3) becomes 
w = ;R*;cR (-1p-'A4,. (3.5) 
The determination of w is now transferred to the problem of determining the 
number of solutions of the set of equations in (3.4). 
Let A c R, then we define fA(f) as follows, 
fA(t) = [( ni,Ar-‘i)), if A#0, 
1, if A=0. 
Lemma 3.2. Lef L = {iI,&, . . . . i,}CR, 1~1, and let JL=z{(ji i iEL). If ML denotes 
the number of common solutions of 
xf+ji, =xi+ji, = **- =xf+j;,, x~EF’, 
then 
ML = 1 c fA(f). 
rcF\JL AcL 
Proof. The number of solutions XE F’ of x2 = a equals 1 + (a/p) if a +O and 0 if 
a= 0. We let M,(t) be the number of common solutions of 
$ + ji, = xi +j, = *** = X: +j, = t, _~;E F’, 
then 
ML(f) = 
i 
s(l+ (y)), if tEF\JL, 
O, if IEJ,. 
Since ML= ClcF M,(t) and we also have 
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by the multiplicative property of the Legendre symbol, the result of the lemma 
follows. cl 
4. Main theorem 
The purpose of this section is to complete the proof of our main result, Theorem 
1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Combining (3.5) and Lemma 3.2 leads to 
c (-I)‘+’ c c fA(f) 
0fLcR reF\JL ACL 
= f $ *+FcR (dL’-’ c fA(t)-’ c c (dL’-’ c fA(t) 
.= ACL 2 B+LCR &JL 
. 
ACL 
It follows that we can write w as a linear combination of terms of the form fA(t) 
or j>( ji) where i $ A. Therefore, 
Since there are (:I:) sets L such that A CL CR where IA I= a and IL I= 1, we get 
aA = i (-1)/-l r-a 
:;1 ( > l-a 
which clearly gives 
if A =R, 
if A=0, 
otherwise. 
(4.2) 
Since there are (‘I”- ’ I a_,) sets L such that A U {i} CLCR where IAl =a, IL1 =I, and 
&A, we get 
&I = i (__I)‘-* r-a- l 
I=1 ( > l-a- 1 
which equals 
if A=R\ {i}, 
otherwise. (4.3) 
From (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) we therefore obtain 
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W = i C (f0(t) + (- I)‘- !Mf)) -i jj (-l)‘- ‘fR \ {i)(ji)- 
!EF i 1 
Since f0(t) = 1 9 fR(f) = (f W.h and fR \ {iI = (f ‘(jiV.N~ we get 
w=~(p+w,r-I( ZF(T) - j, (Y))) 
which was to be proved. III 
Let B(X) = 1 + E(x), and observe from MacWilliams and Sloane [S, p.4953 that it 
is possible to choose the primitive element cx such that if JE 1 (mod 8), then z$? = 
(A?(X)) and if p= - 1 (mod 8), then J= (J!?(X)). It is therefore natural to compute the 
weights of the codewords in the circulant code generated by E(X). In this case we 
can show in the same way that the weight, r;ir, of the codeword 
Xj’B(.X) + .** +X%(X) (mod xp - 1) 
where 01 j, < l ** C j,Cp equals 
@=z l (P+elrl(;F(y+jl (f+)))* / 
In principal we can also use the same method for other codes than for the codes 
above, but the result is not likely to be that nice. 
5. Conclusions 
The main purpose of this paper has been to give a connection between certain cir- 
culant codes and character sums. In particular this leads to an expression for the 
weight of a codeword in a QR code in terms of Legendre sums. The author believes 
that this connection will be of interest both in the study of the weight distribution 
of QR codes and in the study of Legendre sums. 
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